
Runner Pro Sports Belt (Size L)
SKU: TESPORTBANDLK

Sports Belt with smartphone case: up to 5.5", earbud hole, zip closure and reflective finish.
Size L 

The Runner Sports Pro Case is designed for those who love running but do not like leaving home without Their smartphones. In
fact, with this running belt, you're always able to carry your Mobile phone with you. Thanks to the practical zip closure, you can
carry your phone safely with no risk of losing it during sporting activities.

The waist belt's soft and elastic material guarantees maximum comfort but will not hinder your progress. In addition, the
Reflective Inserts allow you to train safely, even in the evening: you will be well visible to oncoming cars.

The belt has a hole for earphones so that you can easily connect to your smartphone; you can run with your favourite music in
the background and answer any in incoming calls.

Features:

Suitable for smartphones maximum size: 77 mm x 158 mm 
Zip closure 
Earphone hole 
Size L (86 cm long) 
Reflective inserts



Runner Pro Sports Belt (Size L)
SKU: TESPORTBANDLK

Technical data
Closure: Zip  
Material: 87% polyester - 13% spandex  
Dimensions: For Smartphone with max dimensions: 77 mm x 158 mm, Large  
Suited for: Smartphone up to 5'  
Finishing/Feature: Output socket for earphones, Reflective details  
EAN: 8018417243189  
SKU: TESPORTBANDLK  
Weight: 94 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 40 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 106 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 100 g  
Width Inner: 213 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 225 mm  
Height Inner: 195 mm  
Weight Inner: 800 g  
Width Master: 446 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 405 mm  
Weight Master: 7300 g  
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